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Carine Boxy is a Belgian textile artist and designer 
based in Deurle, Sint Martens Latem and founder of 
sheepsrugskins since 2009. She lives in the house - with 
Stefan (Boxy’s) and her children - that was belonging 
to the luminist painter Jenny Montigny. Each of her 
creations in naturally dyed sheepskin is unique and 
versatile (rug, cover, tapestry, ...) and can be also seen as 
site specific to a residential or a hospitality project such 
as the restaurants by Sergio Herman. Her storytelling 
compositions are conceived as a patchwork quilt or 
carpet, a wall or floor arrangement, an object, a piece of 
furniture, with an extraordinary sense of tactility and 
wellbeing. The sheepskins bring - assembled together - 
the atmosphere of a wild life into the home. They reveal 
each one of a kind the true texture, appeal to the senses, 
thanks to their ultra soft material and a true combination 
of the hand and the heart. Carine has this attitude of the 
craftsman that creates from the sheepskin a human kind 
experience which brings the warmth in interiors.

Her work is currently exhibited at Designmuseum 
in Ghent, as part of A Wild Thing, curated by Hilde 
Bouchez & Marij De Brabandere. She published a 
decade ago her book Wildest Silence Silent Wildness, 
2007. Carine Boxy was part of Season X-Land/Scapes at 
Spazio Nobile.

CARINE BOXYCARINE BOXY

The Mystic Lamb 
 
2020 
Alpine cow, Icelandic sheep skins, Australian 
merinos, small Corsican sheep 
400 x 210 cm  

Carine Boxy
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Marguerite 
 
2020 
Alpine cow, Icelandic sheep skins, Australian 
merinos, small Corsican sheep 
50 x 50 cm 

Water Life 
 
2020 
Alpine cow, Icelandic sheep skins, Australian 
merinos, small Corsican sheep 
200 x 130 cm 
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Sébastien Caporusso

Passionate about the decorative arts, Sébastien 
Caporusso is a Belgian designer with Italian roots. 
With his furniture and lighting, mixing noble materials, 
organic shapes and unusual lines, Caporusso excels in 
producing objects of otherworldly beauty. He favours 
local materials: stone, brass, marble and other mineral 
materials sourced from the best Belgian craftsmen. 
Penetrating into the imagination of this interior architect 
and designer is not a linear journey, but a dreamlike 
interpretation of the materials. His talent lies in 
combining beautiful materials that create an unexpected 
scenography, an eclectic mix of objects and colours from 
his own universe. The symbolic forms of his work are 
characterised by organic outlines as well as majestic and 
unique cuts. Sébastien has a preference for rare, irregular 
and unique objects.

SEBASTIEN CAPORUSSOSEBASTIEN CAPORUSSO

Sue Chair
2020 
wenge wood and leather 
260 x 250 x 80 mm 
edition 1/2
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Panama
2018 
brass, laquered wood, granito and marble dining 
table 
72 x ø 150 cm 
edition 1/2 
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Les Roches du Ciel 
 
2019 
tufted and knitted tapestry 
200 x 200 cm 
unique piece 

Manon Daviet

Trained in space design and fashion and environment 
at the Duperré school in Paris, Manon Daviet is a 
textile artist based in Paris who creates art tapestries. 
Drawing her inspirations in very different fields such 
as her native Haute-Savoie, her memories and travel 
fantasies or even in her library full of vintage books with 
very eclectic themes; she aims to highlight in her art 
works the beauty and mysticism of nature. Her graphic 
style is characterized by the use of colors with vibrant 
hues as well as by research into the synthesis of forms. 
The richness of fauna and flora, the immortality of the 
rock, the rustic of agriculture and still lifes, the mystery 
of history, the poetry of archeology, the importance 
of water, the fragility of life and the vertigo of death 
constitute so many themes that she evokes in her 
works. Using various textile techniques such as knitting, 
embroidery and tufting, she transposes her drawings 
into tapestries, thus creating “volume paintings”. By 
creating various textures, relief and different plans, her 
concept is “to breathe life into the painting in order to be 
able to project yourself at best.”

MANON DAVIETMANON DAVIET
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L’Ombre 
des  
Cyprès  
 
2019 
sculpted tufted 
tapestry 
52 x 38 cm 
unique piece

Les 
Arbres 
Nuages 
 
2019 
sculpted tufted 
tapestry 
95 x 44 cm 
unique piece

Envolée 
Nocturne 
 
2019 
tufted and 
knitted tapestry 
100 x 100 cm 
unique piece

Les  
Aubergines  
 
2019 
sculpted  tufting 
tapestry 
50 x 50 cm 
unique piece

MANON DAVIET MANON DAVIET
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Light #4 
 
2020
anthracite coal, 
opal glass  
43 x 15 x 15 cm 
unique piece

Light #1 
 
2020
anthracite coal, 
opal glass  
33 x 23 x 10 cm 
unique piece

Jesper Eriksson

Jesper Eriksson is a Swedish/Finnish artist & designer 
based in London, interested in work related to the 
human, culture and material. He is interested in material 
that has strong influences on culture. He creates 
contemporary narratives to existing historical, socio-
economical or cultural context. His process combines 
both a hands on material experimental approach with an 
in-depth intellectual research.He holds an MA from the 
Royal College of Art (Design Products).

Coal is traditionally seen as a functional raw material; 
from being a fuel that releases carbon dioxide to a 
precious design object with no harmful effects on the 
environment. Jesper Eriksson creates furniture and 
other objects in solid coal. His structural investigation 
into coal establishes a new relation to this material as one 
to be cherished. In this new collection commissioned 
by Spazio Nobile, the first ever series of lighting will be 
presented. The investigation focuses on the duality 
of the material; on one side the progress the material 
has enabled and on the other the inevitable harm as a 
consequence of its use as fuel. The new series, presents 
itself as a poetic celebration of an undervalued material.

JESPER ERIKSSON JESPER ERIKSSON
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Console
 
2020
anthracite coal, tinted hardened glass 
90 x 135 x 50 cm 
unique piece

JESPER ERIKSSON JESPER ERIKSSON
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CHENG TSUNG FENG

Circle 
 
2014 
bended bamboo 
and  mirror
35 x 21 x 7 cm   
40 x 31 x 8 cm  
 
€ 200 - 300 

Turtle 
 
2015 
natural and 
lacquered 
bamboo plates 
30 x 30 x 20 cm 

Cheng Tsung Feng

Cheng Tsung FENG (born 1987) is a Taiwanese young 
artist. With an old soul in his body, he is fascinated by 
exploring the wisdom condensed out of time hidden 
in traditional utensils. He is reluctant to let go of these 
intangible assets along with traditional utensils. Thus, he 
inherits them by design and learns to create utensils from 
their tradition.
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Crazy Lupin 
 
2019 
18-carats gold plating stone
32 x 12 x 3 cm
unique piece 
 

Formes Libres
Formes Libres Studio was created in Belgium in 2017 
by the artist Sophie Gohr and her partner Patrick 
Vanbellinghen. After journeying through the commercial 
and cultural world, the desire to connect with nature 
and make it an artistic medium became essential. The 
activity of the duo mainly focuses on the creation 
of sculptural jewelry and ceramics. Nature is at the 
source, suggesting unusual, unique and aesthetic forms.
Traveling, walking in cities, countryside, mountains 
or beaches opens your eyes to every detail that could 
previously be perceived as trivial. The use of local 
or more exotic plants, minerals and shells, found on 
distant lands, makes the experimentation inexhaustible 
as well as that of the field of poetry and emotion. Form 
is essential. The technique is a challenge. Making the 
form or the object solid when it is in reality fragile, light, 
becomes an interesting constraint in the development 
of a jewel which, on its scale, takes both the status of 
adornment and object to pose. The transformation of 
the raw material results from the covering of the “found 
object” with 18 carat gold or bronze. The material makes 
it precious and reveals it differently, often bringing out 
details imperceptible to the naked eye. Nature remains 
naturally present in this artifact. These are neither casts 
nor reproductions of objects. Unique and impossible to 
reproduce, this versatile object tends to be worn like a 
talisman or even a treasure. Sensuality and touch make it 
desirable. It can be very small as extravagant and can also 
be considered a sculpture in its own right.
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Arbre 
 
2019 
18-carats gold plating stone
9 x 8 x 4 cm
unique piece

Grand Filigrane 
 
2019 
18-carats gold plating stone
31 x 17 x 1 cm
unique piece
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Griffe 
 
2019 
18-carats gold 
plating stone
18 x 5 x 4 cm
unique piece

Louise’s 
Big Leaf 
 
2019 
18-carats gold 
plating stone
20 x 9 x 5 cm
unique piece

Giant 
Bean 
 
2019 
18-carats gold 
plating stone
25 x 4 x 3 cm
unique piece

Lepoutre 
 
2019 
18-carats gold 
plating stone
23 x  6 x 4 cm
unique piece
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Guillaume Garnier and Florent Linker are two 
French creators based in Paris. They aim at giving a 
contemporary design to rare materials and savoir-faire. 
All pieces are handmade unique or limited editions by 
French master craftsmen. As designers, they get their 
inspiration from decorative arts and sculpture, to create 
pure-shaped forms revealing their materiality. With their 
background in interior design, they conceive functional 
objects that meet contemporary interiors of enlightened 
collectors who seek art and design collectibles with a 
soul. They have created two singular collections for 
Spazio Nobile in Brussels, one is the Parisis lamps in 
plaster and alabaster and, another one is the molten glass 
Diatomée Sculpted Vases which appear like diatoms that 
are single-celled algae that live in houses made of glass. 
Inspired by these light-absorbing molecules which are 
the only organism on the planet with cell walls composed 
of transparent, opaline silica, they are ornamented by 
intricate and striking patterns of silica. On earth, diatoms 
are bringing us up to 50% of our oxygen and also feed 
the oceans, lakes and rivers. For Lake Como Design Fair, 
Garnier & Linker and Spazio Nobile have experimented 
this fascinating lost-wax casting technique mastered by 
French glass master Olivier Fonderflick with four new 
colors -  violine grey, lime, citrin, electric blue. Each vase 
is unique in a color series of 20 per vase. Other existing 
colors are light blue, pink, green, clear transparent and 
amber.

JOZEF PRELIS SEIHOGARNIER & LINKER

Jozef Prelis Seiho has been studying meditation for more 
than 25 years. He was trained as a meditation instruc-
tor and teacher in the tradition of Chögyam Trungpa 
Rinpoche. He also practiced Zen with both Soto and 
Rinzai teachers in Europe and Japan.

He started to learn ikebana in Paris in the mid-nineties 
with Ohara Grand Masters Annik Howa Gendrot and 
Marcel Vrignaud. In 2007 he obtained his master's title in 
ikebana from the Ohara School under Ishii Suiho sensei 
in Tokyo. He continued to study with her intensively for 
3 years, receiving the name Sei-Hô: Purity-Inner Rich-
ness. In 2010 he left Japan with the degree of 2nd Master 
associate (Iemoto nikyu waki kyôju). He has participated 
in exhibitions and demonstrations in Japan, France, Bel-
gium and England.

Jozef Prelis has been studying tea in the Urasenke School 
in Brussels under the guidance of Chantal Verdoodt 
since 2001. He takes part regularly in the "Tea and Zen" 
intensive retreats directed by Michiko Nojiri sensei in 
Belgium and Italy. During his 3 years in Japan he also 
studied under one of her close students, Eriko Moribe 
sensei, in Yokohama. In 2017 he was formally authorised 
as tea instructor (Hikitsugi).

Garnier & Linker Jozef Prelis Seiho 
Ikebana Master
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Diatomée 
2018 - 2019 
a series of vases in lost-wax molten glass  
for Spazio Nobile
approx. 28 x 10 x 10cm 
ed. of 20 in each color, random collection

GARNIER & LINKER
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Diatomée  
Violine 
Grey
2019 
a limited edition 
of 20 vases in 
molten glass  
approx. 28 x 10 x 
10cm 
signed by the 
artists G.L. 
 
 

Diatomée 
Citrin 
2019 
a limited edition 
of 20 vases in 
molten glass  
approx. 28 x 10 x 
10cm 
signed by the 
artists G.L. 
 
 

Diatomée  
Lime 
2019 
a limited edition 
of 20 vases in 
molten glass  
approx. 28 x 10 x 
10cm 
signed by the 
artists G.L. 
 

Diatomée 
Electric 
Blue
2019 
a limited edition 
of 20 vases in 
molten glass  
approx. 28 x 10 x 
10cm 
signed by the 
artists G.L. 
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Sebastian Herkner 
Sebastian Herkner was born in Bad Mergentheim, 
Germany. He studied product design at the Offenbach 
University of Art and Design, already focusing during 
his studies on designing objects and furniture merging 
various cultural contexts, combining new technologies 
with traditional craftsmanship in order to highlight the 
multifaceted beauty of the materials and draw renewed 
attention to small details. Whilst still a student, Herkner 
did an internship with Stella McCartney in London, 
which helped to hone his feeling for materials, colours, 
structures and textures. Since founding his own design 
studio in Offenbach am Main in 2006, he has designed 
products for manufacturers such as ClassiCon, Dedon, 
Fontana Arte, La Chance, Moroso, Pulpo, Rosenthal 
and Very Wood, as well as working on interior design 
projects and for exhibitions and museums. His designs 
have received multiple prizes, including the 2011 German 
Design Award in the Newcomer category, 2015 the 
EDIDA Award for Best International Newcomer and 
Guest of Honour at imm cologne 2016.
He took part into the workshop A New Layer Taiwan in 
2017 curated by Lise Coirier, Pro Materia. The Bridge 
Bamboo Bench is a result of this collaboration with a 
Taiwanese master craftsman.

SEBASTIAN HERKNER SEBASTIAN HERKNER

The Bridge Bamboo Bench 
 
Sebastian Herkner & Ming - An Wu 
2017-2018
bended bamboo
165 x 44 x 43 cm
ed. 6 + 2AP 
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Sublimation 
 
dry pastel on paper
80 x 120 cm 
unique piece framed and signed by the artist 
 

Amy Hilton
Amy Hilton was born in 1986 in Lincolnshire, England. In 
2007, she graduated in Literature at Goldsmiths College, 
University of London, and in January 2008, she moved to 
the French Alps where she reconnected with nature. Her 
artistic aspirations developed in the sandstone of hard 
seasons, through the valleys and on the mountain tops. 
She currently lives and works between Paris and Brussels. 
The conjunction of ‘the parts and the whole’ is the 
concept that has accompanied the artist along her 
academic and intimate creations. She uses various 
subjects and media to question the notions of totality and 
fragment, to try to open up being and phenomena, which 
far from existing only independently and distinctly, are, 
according to her, all find their sense in their rapport, and 
even more in their relationship to Nature. This «deep 
ecology», according to the artist’s words, highlights the 
power of physiological and mythical links and cycles.
Amy Hilton likes to narrate an anecdote to convey the 
inspiration that animates her work: she talks about her 
discovery, on an isolated beach, of a broken stone in two 
separate parts. Two parts certainly distinct; two parts 
that fit perfectly together. The sharpness of the crack 
of this stone prevents in no way from thinking of it as a 
coherent and unique form.
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Sublimation 
 
dry pastel on paper
80 x 120 cm 
unique piece framed and signed by the artist 
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Sublimation 
 
dry pastel on paper
80 x 120 cm 
unique piece framed and signed by the artist 
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Peach-
blossom 
 
dry pastel on 
paper
120 x 80 cm 
unique piece 
framed and signed 
by the artist 
 

Sahasrara 
 
dry pastel on 
paper
120 x 80 cm 
unique piece 
framed and signed 
by the artist 
 

Vishuddi  
 
dry pastel on 
paper
120 x 80 cm 
unique piece 
framed and signed 
by the artist 
 

Light-aura 
of thought 
 
dry pastel on 
paper
120 x 80 cm 
unique piece 
framed and 
signed by the 
artist 
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Ostreum 
Rauch 
Topaz 
2019 
squeezed molten 
glass, sculptural 
vase
14 x ø 32 cm
unique piece
 

Echinus 
Gold 
2019 
squeezed molten 
glass, sculptural 
vase
ø 22 cm
unique piece
 

Katherine Huskie
Katherine has been working with glass for over 10 years. 
Huskie started experimenting with glass at college and 
subsequently went to the University of Sunderland 
where she studied for a BA (Hons) in Glass and 
Ceramics. Huskie specialised in blown glass early on and 
since then it has become her passion.
Glass blowing has taken Huskie all over the world 
including a year based in Australia where she worked 
with numerous different glass makers to expand and 
broaden her knowledge. The expereience provided 
Huskie with the passion and determination to push her 
own glass designs. On returning to the UK she set up 
Devereux & Huskie Glassworks with James Devereux. 
They specialise in creating glass for designers and artists 
from the UK and overseas. Huskie has always been 
interested in pattern wether it is within in nature, textiles 
or geometry. She is always searching for new influences 
and how she can include the patterns in hot glass.
 
Huskie has recently been named as Wimbledon 
Championship Artist 2018 alongside Nancy Sutcliffe. 
They will collaborate to create 2 large scale glass works 
that will be displayed within the clubhouse.
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Paper Pleats Stools 
 
2019 
high stool in tracing paper and rice glue 
65 x ø 34 cm 

Pao Hui Kao

Pao Hui Kao studied Industrial Design at the Huafan 
University of Taipei. After four years working experience 
as a industrial designer and material researcher, she 
enrolled in the Master’s program at the Design Academy 
Eind- hoven where she received her Master of art in 2016.

Her works shown great influences of innovated 
material, traditional crafts, social issue, ecorches. By 
making objects, sculptures and installations, her works 
emphasize on creating extraordinary aesthetics out of 
ordinary material and surrounding through continuous 
material experiments.

The projects of Pao Hui Kao marrie the forces of nature 
to human artifacts. Her studio serves as ground for a 
constant research on experimental design, bringing 
higher meaning to manmade sculptural bodies and 
installations through their exposition to nature and its 
elements. This process of elaboration allows Pao Hui 
to create a narrative where the natural and the artificial 
commune to form landscapes for the mind to explore 
the philosophical dilemmas that distress the human 
condition.
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Paper Pleats Shelves 
 
2019 
tracing paper and rice glue
110 x 120 x 45 cm

Paper Pleats Stool 
 
2019 
low stool in tracing paper and rice glue 
44 x ø 34 cm 
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Paper Pleats Cushion 
 
2019 
tracing paper and rice glue
110 x 120 x 45 cm
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Jin Kuramoto 
Born in Hyogo prefecture, Japan and graduated from 
Kanazawa College of Art, Department of Design, 
Kuramoto worked from 2000 until 2008 as in-
house designer for various companies. He founded 
Jin Kuramoto Studio in Tokyo in 2008. The studio 
engages in various product design developments such as 
furniture, home electric appliances and daily necessities. 
With his singular design approach, Kuramoto Studio 
introduces the essence of things with a clear and 
distinctive expression. He has won many IF Design 
Awards, Good Design Awards, Elle Decor Young 
Designers Talent in 2012. Kuramoto is also lecturer for 
Kyoto University of Art and Design, Keio University 
SFC in Tokyo, Kanazawa College of Art and Musashino 
Art University, Tokyo. Among his clients in Japan: 
Meetee (design and art direction), Arflex Japan, Hukla, 
Jo Nagazaka /Schemata Architects, Tokyo Gas (JP), 
Naft, Ideaco, Mikamo, Offecct (Sweden)...

JIN KURAMOTOJIN KURAMOTO

The Bamboo Chair 

Jian - Cheng Lin  
2017-2018
bended and woven bamboo
113 x 80 x 77 cm 
ed. 6 + 2 AP 
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Gate
 
2019 
watercolor on 
Japanese paper, 
framed and 
signed by the 
artist 
20 x 30 cm 

Untitled I 
 
2018 
watercolor on 
Japanese paper, 
framed and 
signed by the 
artist 
68 x 50 cm
unique piece 

Mathieu Peyroulet Ghilini (born in 1983) graduated from 
the Ensci- Les Ateliers in 2012 with the congratulations 
of the jury for his “Sophistications” project. In 2014, 
designer in residence at Sèvres, Cité de la Céramique as 
well as ‘at the International Research Center for Glass 
and Plastic Arts - CIRVA in Marseille, he obtained a 
grant from the Kreo gallery. In addition to his activity 
as designer and scenographer, Peyroulet Ghilini 
integrated a daily practice of drawing into his creative 
process, whether it be research sketches, an initial and 
essential stage in the creation of an object, or drawings. 
more evanescent, reflecting a personal aesthetic, while 
remaining in the world of the tangible. Two personal 
exhibitions ensued in 2017 “Space Drawings”, and in 
2019, “American forms I”. In 2017, Mathieu Peyroulet 
Ghilini won the Villa Kujoyama, Research Residence of 
the French Institute in Kyoto. He carried out research 
there on lacquer and ceramics while carrying out a 
photographic inventory of Japanese houses on site. 
This passion for Japan continued in France in 2019 by 
ensuring the scenography of “As Movable as Butterflies, 
Les Chochins du Japon”, an exhibition around Japanese 
lanterns, from their origins to the present day at the 
Museum of Decorative Arts and Design - MADD in 
Bordeaux, under the curatorship of Etienne Tornier. In 
January 2020, Peyroulet Ghilini was nominated as Rising 
Talent for the 25th edition of the Parisian fair Maison & 
Objet.

Mathieu Peyroulet

MATHIEU PEYROULETMATHIEU PEYROULET
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Ring 
 
2018 
watercolor on 
Japanese paper, 
framed and 
signed by the 
artist 
50 x 68 cm
unique piece 

Untitled 
III
 
2019 
watercolor on 
Japanese paper, 
framed and 
signed by the 
artist 
20 x 30 cm 

Chochin
 
2017 
watercolor on Japanese paper, framed and signed 
by the artist 
33 x 49 cm 

MATHIEU PEYROULET MATHIEU PEYROULET
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Haie 
 
2017 
watercolor on 
Japanese paper, 
framed and 
signed by the 
artist 
37 x 45 cm 

Untitled II 
 
2017 
watercolor on Japanese paper, framed and signed 
by the artist 
50 x 68 cm
unique piece 

Gate I
 
2017 
watercolor on 
Japanese paper, 
framed and 
signed by the 
artist 
33 x 49 cm 

MATHIEU PEYROULET MATHIEU PEYROULET
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Triple Door 
 
2019 
watercolor on Japanese paper, framed and signed 
by the artist 
37 x 45 cm 
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Päivi Rintaniemi 

Päivi Rintaniemi (Finland, b. 1956)  graduated as Master 
of Arts from the Aalto University. After her studies, 
Rintaniemi concentrated  mainly on designing and 
manufacturing functional pieces with her brand Amfora 
and collaborated with stores and galleries, for example 
the Conran Shop in Europe, and Actus Interior in Japan.
Sculpture has always been an important counterbalance 
for her rational and systematic work made of structured 
surfaces and earthy tones. Rintaniemi’s artistic work 
is meditative and unveils her relationship with nature 
between power and fragility. Her artworks have been 
recognized both nationally and abroad. She received the 
Finnish Designer Award in 2008, and the first prize at the 
International Competition of Contemporary Ceramic 
Art in Faenza, Italy, in 2013. 

PÄIVI RINTANIEMIPÄIVI RINTANIEMI

Domus
2016
stoneware clay 
with shamott 
53 x 65 x 53 cm 
unique piece 

€ 10.000

Mature
2014 
stoneware clay 
with shamott 
60 x 70 x 55 cm 
unique piece 

€ 10.000
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Bela Silva
Bela Silva is born in Lisbon, Portugal, and studied at both 
the Porto and the Lisbon Fine Arts Schools in Portugal; 
ArCo, Lisbon; Norwich Fine Arts in the UK; School of 
The Art Institute of Chicago in the United States. She 
currently lives between Lisbon and Brussels, Belgium.
Among her shows: Chicago’s Ann Nathan Gallery and 
Rhona Hoffman Gallery; Lisbon’s Museu do Azulejo 
(Tile Museum), Museu Anastácio Gonçalves in Lisbon, 
Palácio da Ajuda, and Fundação Ricardo Espírito Santo; 
and also shows in China and in Japan. She has participated 
in group shows of tile art in Brazil, Spain, France; ran 
ceramics workshops in Japan and Morocco; and been 
awarded residencies at Kohler, Wisconsin, USA, and at 
Fabrica Bordalo Pinheiro, Caldas da Rainha, Portugal.
She has created several public art pieces, namely tile 
panels for the Alvalade subway station in Lisbon; panels 
for the Sakai Cultural Center’s gardens in Japan; and 
panels for the João de Deus School in the Azores Islands. 
She created 12 large pieces in 2017 for the gardens of the 
museum of Ancient Art as well as exhibited her work that 
same year at the museum of Orient in Lisbon, mixed with 
the collections.
Spazio Nobile has represented Bela Silva since 
2017. Among her shows at the gallery and on fairs:  
Season X-Land/Scapes, Collectible Design Fair in 
Brussels, Art Brussels in duo show with Finnish artist 
Kustaa Saksi, Révélations Biennial at Grand Palais, 
Paris, Unique Design Shanghai at Tank, West Bund in 
November 2019.

BELA SILVABELA SILVA

Cylinder Serie
2018 
stoneware, pure Italian earth 
30 x ø 25 cm 
unique piece in a random collection of 12 
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Tes grands yeux bleus
2020 
glazed stoneware 
30 x ø 25 cm 
unique piece 

Les fleuves se perdent dans 
la mer
2020 
glazed stoneware 
30 x ø 25 cm 
unique piece 
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Born in Leopoldsburg (Belgium) in 1940, Piet 
Stockmans this year celebrates the 30th anniversary 
of his studio. Living on the site of Genk’s C-Mine, his 
career fluctuates between art, the applied arts and 
industrial design. For nearly 30 years, he taught product 
design at KHLim in Genk and the Design Academy 
Eindhoven, and collaborated with industry – notably 
25 years with Royal Mosa. New ideas and experiments 
continue to nourish his work as an artist-ceramicist, 
ranging from unique or multiple pieces of applied art, 
to integrations of his porcelain works, to architecture. 
Cultural ambassador for Flanders in 1995, winner of the 
Henry Van de Velde Career Award (Flanders Design) in 
1998, his works have been included in major exhibitions 
(solo or group) and have been the subject of memorable 
installations. Stockmans has seen his creations take their 
place in the largest Belgian and international collections: 
PMMK Oostende, Designmuseum Gent, Stedelijk 
Museum Amsterdam, MAD New York, Met New York, 
Mint Museum of Craft and Design, Musée national 
/ Cité de la Céramique de Sèvres, V&A London, etc.  
He has also led many workshops and conferences in 
major art and design schools, and has participated in 
important biennials of ceramics.

Piet Stockmans

PIET STOCKMANSPIET STOCKMANS

Wilde strippen
2019 
porcelain wall installation  
120 x 95 cm 
unique piece 
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In Between 
2019 
stoneware / porcelain sculpture
90 x 140 x 15 cm
unique piece
 

Ann Beate Tempelhung

Ann Beate Tempelhaug was born in Mosjøen, in northern 
Norway. Educated in the Arts and Crafts at the University 
of Bergen. Her work is collected by the National museum 
Oslo, and the Art museums in Bergen, Trondheim and 
Kristiansand. Among her recent solo exhibitions are 
KRAFT Gallery Bergen, Bomuldsfabriken Arendal, 
Agder Art Center and Arteriet Gallery in Kristiansand. 
Among the recent group exhibitions are the Art Fairs 
Collective New York and Collect London. Awarded 
commissions at the Universities of Kristiansand and 
Bergen. She has received several national grants, most 
recently the National Art Grant for 5 years.
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Plump Wall Objects 

2018 
Britannia silver 958 UK Hallmark 
blue Britannia silver 958 UK Hallmark
260 x 250 x 80 mm 
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Adi Toch
Adi Toch explores the visual language of metal through 
colour, movement, sound and tactility. She makes 
engaging objects that investigate the embodiment of 
vessels and containers. Beginning with a flat sheet, Adi 
forms and fabricates the metal into hollow forms. She 
creates unique surfaces through texturing, colouring and 
patination. 

Her work is exhibited internationally and included in 
major public collections such as The Victoria and Albert 
museum in London, National Museums Scotland, 
National Museum of Wales and The Jewish Museum 
New York. Adi has won prestigious awards including a 
Gold Award from The Goldsmiths’ Craft and Design 
Council UK. In 2017, she was shortlisted for The Loewe 
Craft Prize and won a Wallpaper* Design Award. She  
won the 2018 European Prize for Applied Arts in Mons, 
Belgium.

Spazio Nobile represents Adi Toch since 2018.

ADI  TOCHADI  TOCH
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Spazio Nobile hosts  

Galerie Collection, 
Atelier d’Art de France

Built in 2006 by Ateliers d’Art de 
France in the heart of the Marais 
district of Paris, a stone’s throw from 
the Picasso Museum, Collection is 
the gallery of French contemporary 
fine crafts. Ceramics, glass, metal, 
wood, slate... Materials are like areas of 
experimentation, transformation, of 
expression and unique approaches.
Every year, the gallery showcases the 
creations of about fifteen craftsworkers 
in Paris as well as in well-known 
international fairs. (Collect in London, 
Tokyo Art Fair, Revelations at the 
Grand Palais in Paris, etc).

Its external activities include forging 
partnerships on behalf of contemporary 
craftsworkers with leading galleries and 
institutions such as the Barry Friedman 
Gallery in New York, Gallery Format 
in Oslo, Liuli Museum in Shanghai and 
Sokyo Gallery in Kyoto.
It also boasts an exceptional collection 
of around 100 items acquired by 
Ateliers d’Art de France in the last 
12 years. These works are frequently 
exhibited at international fairs and 
distributed through other channels.
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Karima Duchamp

Karima Duchamp is an artist and ceramist based in 
Mulhouse, France. Her practice rests on a sensitive 
combination of drawing, painting and sculptural 
ceramics, as well as on the enigmatic and subtle 
presentation of their pictorial patterns. She is interested 
in colour, haziness, patina, erosion and the ageing of 
the colour. She mainly uses clay slabs to create unusual 
ceramics surfaces. What emerges from her work can 
come from a detail that takes her into stories, memories 
and potential projections.

In the corpus of the Golden Rocks sculptures, the ceramist 
builds cut out clay slabs volumes, in the image of 
crumpled origami paper. The prematurely aged surfaces 
seem to bear the fossilised marks of a past history. The 
inner reliefs are revealed by a work on white engobe and 
on the outside surfaces, the blue, white and black matt 
engobes contrast with the light of the gold, both material 
and symbol.

KARIMA DUCHAMPKARIMA DUCHAMP

Golden 
Rocks #7 
2017 
stoneware, 
porcelain, 
engobes, lusters 
48 x 35 x 35 cm
unique piece  

Golden 
Rocks #2 
2017  
stoneware, 
porcelain, 
engobes, lusters 
45 x 26 x 26 cm
unique piece  
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Flavia Fenaroli

Flavia Fenaroli is Italian, she was born in England and has 
been living in France for the past 30 years. She believes 
sculpture can only be conceived as a search for meaning.
Her first training was in Milan, in Brera, during years 
that were marked with bombings and extreme political 
instability, where all the values that were passed on, 
social and artistic, were rattled. In Italy, they were called 
them the “Years of Lead”, and they probably influenced 
her choices and artistic orientation through a strong 
interest for ethnic, human and social issues, as well as 
the essential question of the artistic work. To her, the 
object she makes cannot be mere aesthetic gestures, 
it has to carry meaning and humanity and result from a 
contemplative state, that of a questioning, a utopia.

Her sculptures and sculpture-jewels develop these 
questions and enhance the hand gesture and the 
human gesture in their unicity. She does a unique and 
unprecedented work of metal transformation and 
smelting. “Materials think and have reasons to belong 
into a piece, they have their own language” she says.

FLAVIA FENAROLIFLAVIA FENAROLI

Melancholia
2017 
patinated steel  
10 x ø 20 cm
unique piece  

Point 
d’équilibre 
2017 
patinated steel  
10 x ø 20 cm
unique piece  
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Alice Gavalet
While studying at the ENSAAMA Olivier de Serres 
(Higher National School of Applied Arts and Crafts), 
Alice Gavalet discovered ceramics. After an internship 
in Portugal with local artists, she came back to Paris 
and trained in industrial design at the Decorative Arts 
school. In her Nogent sur Marne workshop, she has been 
creating unique, colourful and cheerful pieces for 10 
years now. She exhibits her work in galleries, arts centres 
or fairs, in Paris and abroad. She has also worked as an 
independent designer for great fashion and decoration 
brands.

For Alice Gavalet, ceramics is a game.The playful aspect 
of her work is found in every step of the creation, which 
must be cheerful and instinctive. She fits and matches 
various materials – ceramic, metal, wood, fabric – and 
geometrical shapes, to which she associates lively colours 
to create fun, strong and clear objects. Her innate sense 
of colours and patterns is enhanced by a work on the 
engobe, which she usually prefers for its matt aspect 
and through a technique she aims to be spontaneous, 
with slabs and clay coils. Her sources of influence turn 
towards various figures and models: from textile to 
outsider art and decorative arts, from Betty Woodman 
and Ettore Sottsass to Max Ernst or Jean Dubuffet.

ALICE GAVALET ALICE GAVALET

Guéridon & Sculpture
2018  
earthenware 
80 x ø 50 cm
unique piece 
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Vase 
2019 
earthenware 
49 x ø 30 cm
unique piece  

Vase 
2019 
earthenware 
49 x ø 30 cm
unique piece  
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As a student in secondary school, Marie-Laure Griffe 
discovered clay and immediately decided to make it 
her vocation. After studying at the ENSAAMA Olivier 
de Serres (Higher National School of Applied Arts and 
Crafts) and at the Paris Higher School of Fine Arts, she 
settled her workshop in Lagny in 1995. She has now been 
working for over twenty years in the Paris region where 
she makes poetic sculptures. Her favourite material 
is clay, but her passion for modelling also brought her 
to turn to other materials, including cement, for larger 
pieces.

Though Marie-Laure Griffe’s approach has significantly 
evolved throughout her twenty years of practice, she 
remains guided by one leitmotiv: the fascination she has 
for the vastness of what is around her, the interaction 
between individuals and the environment. Mankind is 
her main subject of observation. Her recent collection 
of clouds, which to her represent the connection 
between the sky and the earth, explores this issue of 
the relationship between the being and infinity again. 
She gives these nebulous shapes an organic aspect: 
“clay clouds”, aiming to point out this tension between 
immateriality and a concrete relationship to the earth, 
to reality.

MARIE-LAURE GRIFFE

Marie-Laure Griffe

MARIE-LAURE GRIFFE

Let it be
2018 
glazed stoneware 
porcelain
42 x 22 x 29 cm
unique piece ??  

Let it be 9
2019 
glazed stoneware 
engobe 
50 x 30 x 25 cm
unique piece ??  

€ ??
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Luisa Maisel is a New Yorker who has adopted France as 
her homeland over thirty years ago. She is inspired with 
various influences from the history of art, pop culture 
and her American history for her practice of ceramic 
sculpture. Her sculptures take the form of Face-a-Face 
(face to face), portraits and Empilements (pilings). 
In this last section, she questions the meaning of daily 
objects and the symbolic value we give them. Besides the 
great freedom of expression it allows, clay fascinates her 
for its complexity and its transformation from liquid to 
solid, from dirty to clean, from raw to polished, from soft 
to hard and from mundane to sublime.

At the Collection gallery, she presents an installation 
that pays tribute to Judy Chicago’s The dinner party – a 
feminist pieces from the 1970’s composed of 39 cutleries, 
each of them referencing an important woman in history.
As an echo of this work she has been admiring since she 
was twenty, it was during her recent ceramics residency 
in Shigaraki, Japan, that Luisa Maisel started Another 
Dinner Party, an ode to all women artists who have 
influenced her work as a sculptor and which gathers the 
three main themes of her work: women, handmade and 
clay.

LUISA MAISEL

Luisa Maisel

LUISA MAISEL

Franz Re Mix
2018 
porcelain
51 cm - 31 cm
unique pieces 
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After graduating in Crafts from the ENSAAMA 
Olivier de Serres, since 2002, Ulysse Lacoste has been 
developing a know-how specific to metal as part of 
art objects’ orders for individuals, architects, religious 
buildings. Today, he works with several science and 
technology museums (Musée des Arts et Métiers, Palais 
de la Découverte, Exploradôme...), he creates gym 
apparatuses and scenography for the circus world, he 
exhibits monumental sculptures and performs in public 
spaces. Sensitive to the nuances of their environment, 
Ulysse Lacoste’s sculptures aim for synthesis; they are 
interested in abstraction and are about simplicity.

Pervaded with sciences, Ulysse Lacoste explores the 
themes of balance, gravitation and movement. His 
favourite material is metal, which he distorts, heats, casts, 
hammers, combining ancient foundry and copperwork 
know-hows with contemporary industrial techniques. 
This results in simple shapes born from geometric plays, 
mobiles with constantly lost and found fulcrums, tension 
stabiles where the strengths cancel each other out. A 
sculpture of accessible and living interactions.

ULYSSE LACOSTE

Ulysse Lacoste

ULYSSE LACOSTE

Reflet
2018 
steel and inox
ø 27 cm
unique piece ??  

Flèche
2019 
waxed patinated 
steel and base in 
Bourgogne stone
195 x 18 x 18 cm  
unique piece   
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Paulina Okurowska, of Polish origins, studied Fine 
Arts at the Olivier de Serres school and aesthetics at 
the Sorbonne. Her first creations, collages made with 
overlaying pieces of paper and pictures, gradually led her 
to mosaic. It was when she bought a slate slab in Nantes, 
which she adopted as her hometown, that something 
clicked. Dazzled by the nobility of the material, its relief, 
its history, its colour at times shiny or matt, she started 
making mirrors, pictures, lamps, sculptures and other 
unique pieces in a patchwork of monochromic materials.

Smashed, cut out, engraved and assembled, slate reveals 
its beauty between the fingers of the artist and gives 
a geological aspect to her creations. She weaves links 
between yesterday and today using the traces of time 
that appear on the surface of the stone. It is almost a 
remembrance work through the highlighted rust and 
patina. Monochrome becomes polychrome, stone 
becomes textile or bark, mineral becomes organic.

PAULINA OKUROWSKA

Paulina Okurowska

PAULINA OKUROWSKA

Oy
2019 
slate
ø 25 cm
unique piece  
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Glass was an early, irresistible vocation for Valérie Vayre. 
She started her training with master glassmaker Jean-
Pierre Mateus with whom she learned artistic blown 
glasswork. She then entered the “miniature world” of 
glass beads with Nicolas Guitter before she joined the 
Bourges National Arts School in 2001 and graduated and 
Fine Arts four years later. The art school opened new 
horizons for her. She came out with one goal: making 
drawn glass a fully-fledged artistic and contemporary 
medium. She settled her workshop ten years ago, where 
she creates jewels, and more recently larger decorative 
pieces.
It is from hot work that Valérie Vayre draws her fascination 
for this material. The unexpected behaviour of a moving 
paste that you cannot seize, or even touch, gives this 
material a magical charm that makes it, according to 
her, very singular compared to other mediums. She 
creates floral and submarine worlds made with delicate 
and coloured compositions. As is illustrated in her glass 
boxes which, like the naturalist windows of curiosity 
cabinets, include an imaginary flora and fauna combining 
the drawn glass technique and drawing with coloured 
pencils. That is how she combines light and transparent 
pieces with a graphic outline in two dimensions, denser 
and just as colourful.

VALÉRIE VAYRE

Valérie Vayre

VALÉRIE VAYRE

Fonds Marins
2019 
glass and paper
40 x 60 x 10 cm
unique piece  
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Info

Contact Spazio Nobile
Contemporary Applied 
Arts, Design  
& Photography 

Rue Franz Merjay 142  
1050 Brussels, Belgium  
+32 2 768 25 10  
www.spazionobile.com 

Me - sa / wo - za / Wed - 
Sat, 11.00-18.00
& sur rendez-vous /
op afspraak / by 
appointment

Lise Coirier,
+32 475 53 19 88,  
lc@spazionobile.com 

Gian Giuseppe Simeone,  
+32 477 27 29 04, 
 ggs@spazionobile.com 
 
Press & PR :  
Sophie Carrée 
aurelie@sophiecarree.be 
+32 477 18 06 09 
www.sophiecarree.be

Save the date La Nonciature,  Le Sacre de la Matière 
Group exhibition featuring Jörg Bräuer, Sébastien 
Caporusso, Anne Derasse, Kaspar Hamacher, Silvano 
Magnone, Fabian von Spreckelsen, rue des Sablons 7, 
Brussels, BE, 4-25.3.2020, vernissage: 3.3.2020 
 
Season XIV-  Bela Silva, solo show  
Despierta Corazón Dormido, 13.3 - 24.5.2020,  
Vernissage : 12.3.2020

PAD Paris - Pavillon des Arts et du Design, Kintsugi, Group 
exhibition, Les Tuileries, Paris, FR, 1-5.4.2020,  Preview  
& vernissage: 1.4.2020
 
Maison Louis Carré (arch. Alvar Aalto, 1959), Call To The 
Wild/ L’Appel de la Nature, Laura Laine, Kustaa Saksi, Kim 
Simonsson, curated by Lise Coirier & Kati Laakso, in 
collaboration with the Finnish Cultural Institute to the 
Benelux, Institut finlandais & NeC Gallery, Paris, FR,  
22.3-7.6.2020, vernissage: 21.3.2020

Season XV - A New Age of Humanism 
Group exhibition featuring Manon Daviet, Jesper 
Eriksson, Pauline Esparon, Garnier & Linker & Jozef 
Prelis, Kaspar Hamacher, Katherine Huskie,  Pao Hui Kao, 
Eva Le Roi, Piet Stockmans, Ann Beate Tempelhung, 
Fabian von Spreckelsen, 29.5 - 19.7.2020, vernissage: 
28.5.2020

At Collectible, Ikebana, 5-8.3.2020, 
vernissage 4.3.2020 
Spazio Nobile, Group Exhibition with Carine Boxy, 
Sébastien Caporusso, Manon Daviet, Jesper Eriksson, 
Cheng-Tsung Feng, Garnier & Linker & Jozef Prelis, 
Formes Libres Studio, Sebastian Herkner, Amy Hilton, 
Katherine Huskie, Pao Hui Kao, Jin Kuramoto, Mathieu 
Peyroulet, Päivi Rintianiemi, Bela Silva, Piet Stockmans, 
Ann Beate Tempelhung, Adi Toch
 
hosts Galerie Collection, Atelier d’Art de France,  
Group Exhibition with Karima Duchamp, Flavia 
Fenaroli, Marie-Laure Griffe, Alice Gavalet, Ulysse 
Lacoste, Luisa Maisel, Paulina Okurowska, Valérie 
Vayre

Galerie Collection 
4, rue de Thorigny  
F-75003, Paris
www.galeriecollection.fr 
 +33(0)1 42 78 67 74 
collection@ateliersdart.com 

 Tuesday to Saturday, 
11-13.00 / 14-19.00
Metro Saint-Paul (Ligne 
1) or Chemin Vert (Ligne 
8)



By opening Spazio Nobile in April 2016, in the dynamic 
and cosmopolitan Ixelles neighbourhood of Brussels 
(Belgium), Lise Coirier and Gian Giuseppe Simeone 
have united their passions for design and art history, 
initiating a dialogue between contemporary applied 
arts, design and photography. Commissioning 
installations that are both experimental and artistic, 
with a particular sensibility to everything connected 
to nature and minerality, the gallery organises four to 
five exhibits each year, dedicated to both rising and 
established talents. Without creating borders between 
the disciplines, the visual arts interact with the fine 
arts.  www.spazionobile.com

@spazionobilegallery   
#spazionobilegallery #spazionobile


